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Abstract: DLT improves decentralized business models and transactions from supply chain or 
cryptocurrencies to shared mobility, electronic registries or proof of origin. The planned 
enhancement of European Blockchain Service Infrastructure approximately 2021-2022 is expected 
to accelerate these developments based on a scalable, standardized framework. Like any 
infrastructure or IT-system used for business relevant transactions also in DLT is has to be possible 
to make decisions and processes evident against 3rd parties such as courts, auditors or regulative 
authorities. This leads to the challenge to fulfil requirements on a valid records management acc. to 
current standards [IS20b] [IS16] as well as to preserve the evidences of electronic records as long 
as they are needed according to current regulations and standards [eIDAS] [ETS19b] [VDG]. Based 
on international standardization the authors are taking part in, this paper focuses on the challenges 
and requirements for records management and preservation of evidence in DLT as well as possible 
solutions and needs for further standardization. 
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1 Introduction 

In the last years Distributed-Ledger-Technology (DLT) and its most famous representative 
blockchain generated a real hype in particular the well-known use case Bitcoin. After the 
bitcoin crash in 2019 first doubts about the real capacity of DLT occurred. In this context 
standardization on DLT increased and industry as well as public sector used the chance to 
enable the technology for high-regulated industries with corresponding requirements on 
records management and trust [Le17]. Basically, DLT is a decentralized distributed peer-
to-peer network of technical nodes for data exchange and transaction execution.  
According to [IS20a] a distributed ledger is in this case shared across a set of DLT nodes 
and synchronized between the DLT nodes using a consensus mechanism. The consensus 
mechanism ensures that all transactions are valid and unaltered. Its manner depends on the 
type of DLT so that the well-known prejudice that DLT implies unacceptable high energy 
need is only valid for some consensus mechanisms e.g. Proof of Work, other ones are 
much more efficient especially those ones in DLT with restricted access rights e.g. BFT, 
Proof of Authority, Proof of Stake etc. [IS20b]. DLT networks allow the transfer of data 
or value from one party to another without having intermediates involved. Once written 
to the ledger the transactions are immutable, mainly based on hash protection of data 
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stored on the chain. Any transaction can reliably be tracked on the chain [Ko20], [IS21]. 
If the factual distributed data set or transactions are bundled in sequential linked blocks it 
is called a blockchain – a special kind of DLT. The blocks can also include the hash of the 
previous block and so build the mentioned hash-protection [IS20b] and a so called 
“timestamp”. This DLT-“timestamp” has to be differentiated from timestamps acc. to 
[RFC3161], defined in [eIDAS] and related standards [EN319421] due to its lack of a 
trustworthy source of time, missing creation and validation of digital signatures by trust 
service provider  and missing Proof of Existence created by 3rd party instead of the system, 
here DLT, itself. The hash-based integrity protection of each block is based on Merkle-
trees [Ko20] [Xu19]. In comparison to the original ideas of blockchain, DLT does not 
mandatorily require the elimination of an operator or consortium providing the distributed 
network, this depends on the kind of DLT which can be distinguished regarding the access 
rights and transparency of the transactions. In public DLT everybody can view all 
transactions and data so there is full transparency, in private DLT only authorized users 
are allowed, similar conditions apply concerning execution of transactions. In 
permissionless DLT every user is allowed to validate and persist transactions, in 
permissioned DLT it depends on the access rights who has the authorization to do so. 
Furthermore, DLT is differentiated concerning data storage, on chain if data are stored on 
the ledger or off-chain if data are only represented by hash in DLT. At minimum the 
transaction documented by ledger records or referred records acc. to [IS20b] are stored on 
chain together with hash values of the related off-chain records. Due to performance 
limitations and privacy reasons e.g. [GDPR] off-chain storage is currently widely used 
[Ko18], [An18]. In summary, DLT can be characterized as distributed system which 
derives its trust from the immutability due to cryptographic protection and integrity, as 
well as the consistency (not completeness) check by the consensus mechanism so that any 
unauthorized alteration will be transparent and, at best, no central authority or 
intermediary is needed. This also means that DLT is typically only useful in distributed 
ecosystems with more than 2 parties involved where distribution is reasonable and the 
parties typically do not trust each other, so that trust in the technology seems to be 
necessary [An18], [Wer18]. 

Currently the European Union is improving the European Blockchain Service 
Infrastructure as a pan-European DLT-network with a focus on use cases like e.g.: 

 Notarization or data validation 
 Self-sovereign identity 
 Digital proofs or evidences 
 Electronic registries and tokenization 
 Cross-industry trade platforms or data exchange platforms 

In most cases the DLT acts as a transaction layer or in case of SSI also as an anchoring 
layer where the records will mostly be stored off-chain, only anonymized or 
pseudonymized equivalents e.g. DIDs in SSI are on-chain. Together with scalability also 
trustworthiness and security shall be improved within [EBSI] until 2022. 
Regardless of these properties and goals there are some challenges to use DLT in regulated 
industries with typically extensive documentation requirements and a burden of proof 
associated with retention periods between 5 and 100 years, some only starting after 
decades depending on a future event. This leads to the question how DLT could fulfill the 
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requirements for a valid records management, which ensures the authoritativeness of 
records to achieve compliance with burden of proof and documentation requirements. 
Associated with this is the preservation of evidence to make transactions and records 
evident against 3rd parties such as courts, regulative authorities etc. for as long as the 
records are needed [Ko18], [Di21], [We18]. Against this background the paper shows the 
main areas of action focused on records management, evidence preservation and related 
questions.  
 
After the introduction in the first chapter, the second chapter of this document summarizes 
the legal and technical requirements of evidence of electronic records and long-term 
preservation. The third chapter explains unsolved, open challenges in DLT in connection 
with records management and preservation of evidence under the perspectives of privacy 
[GDPR], and the missing crypto stability [ET19a] in connection with long-term 
preservation of evidence in DLT. Chapter 4 provides a feasible solution to preserve the 
authenticity and integrity of on-chain and off-chain records in connection with their 
evidence by combining DLT with a Preservation Service pursuant to [eIDAS] and [TR-
ESOR] in order to archive long-term crypto stability and preservation of evidence in DLT. 

2 Fundamental Requirements for Evidence of Electronic Records 
and Long-Term Preservation 

2.1 Legal Requirements 

The [eIDAS]-regulation which came fully into force in July 2016 provides a Europe-wide 
mandatory legal framework for digital identities and trust services. It enables trustworthy 
digital transactions between public administrations, companies and citizens with or 
without DLT. [eIDAS] contains two main parts: digital identities and trust services. 
Concerning identities [eIDAS] currently only defines requirements on identity of natural 
and legal entities. The levels of assurance from high to low according to Art. 8 [eIDAS] 
and [2015/1502] define graded security requirements on identity-verification-procedures 
(LoA). Any notified eID has to be accepted by any public administration. Along with 
digital identities [eIDAS] also defines trust services. In the context of records management 
especially creation, validation and preservation of electronic signatures, seals, timestamps 
have to be recognized.  Cryptographic electronic signatures or seals make the authenticity 
and integrity of electronic records evident against 3rd parties, a (qualified) timestamp gives 
a valid Proof of Existence (PoE) and evidence for the time of transactions. In all cases a 
successful validation and preservation is necessary. Any at least advanced signature, seal 
or timestamp from each qualified trust service provider has to be accepted and validated 
by any public administration. Based on a valid as well as technology neutral 
standardization framework [eIDAS] also ensures acceptance and interoperability of trust 
services [eIDAS]. Currently [eIDAS] is under revision so that new trust services e.g. 
regarding SSI or DLT might arise. Furthermore, different industry-specific requirements 
have to be mentioned in context of records management such as [EASA] Part 21 in 
aerospace, [FDA] or [GxP] in pharma and chemicals or anti-money laundering laws in 
banking or in the public sector. All of them require the proof of authenticity, integrity and 
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traceability of electronic records against 3rd parties for as long as those records are needed. 
Considering these decade-long retention periods, the legislators defined obligations for 
long-term evidence preservation and qualified preservation services in Art. 34 and 40 
[eIDAS] as well as § 15 [VDG] in Germany. The [GDPR] defines requirements on the 
confidentiality of personal data in electronic records and digital transactions [GDPR]. 
Apart from appropriate technical and organisational measures to protect the confidentiality 
of personal data especially the evidence for consent of the affected person, the obligation 
to inform (Art. 13+14) as well as the rights of the affected person have to be taken into 
account [We18]. 

2.2 Documentation and Technical Requirements  

Records Management 

In accordance with applicable law and international standardization e.g. [IS16], [IS20b] a 
valid records management with or without DLT provides the necessary processes, roles 
and responsibilities, governance and technical solutions for the management of electronic 
records which provide the evidence for business transactions. Essential characteristics are 
the authenticity, integrity and traceability of electronic records as well as their availability 
and transferability. These inherent properties have to be ensured and preserved as long as 
the records are needed. This requires the availability and transferability of the records – 
so their evidence based on the records themselves and their useability acc. to retention 
requirements e.g. readability, analysability etc. Records fulfillling these requirements are 
called authoritative records and their authoritativeness, so their authenticity, integrity and 
traceability, has to be preserved until the end of the retention period. A system creating, 
capturing, storing records until disposition, is called record system [We18] [IS16] [IS20]. 
So, if DLT is used in high-regulated industries where typically a valid records 
management is necessary, it acts as a record system and so has to fulfil the requirements 
on record systems and records management [IS16], [IS21a]. In DLT with on-chain and 
off-chain storage the evidence for a transaction needs the transactions records which are 
stored on-chain and the corresponding off-chain records for a valid records management 
[VL17], [IS21a]. 

Long-Term Preservation  

Cryptographical measures such as (qualified) electronic signatures and seals from 
qualified trust service providers [eIDAS] enable the non-repudiation and thus unique 
evidence of the authenticity of records as well as their integrity by trusted 3rd party. There 
is no trust by self-confirmation as done by DLT, only by proof and therefore by trust 
services [NIST], [Ko20]. Together with a qualified timestamp they also allow a valid PoE 
at the given time. DLT inherent cryptographical protocols do currently not fulfil the 
requirements on (qualified) signatures, seals or timestamps [eIDAS] and have to be 
enhanced with addition of eIDAS-compliant trust services needed to provide genuine 
verifiability of digital transactions as well as a PoE in DLT and the legal effects (equivalent 
to handwritten signature) of (qualified) e-signatures pursuant to [eIDAS]. This effectively 
requires the combination of DLT with trust service providers acting like a “trusted 
gatekeeper” to enable DLT for trustworthy digital transactions as it is currently also 
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required by first standards [Ko20], [DI21]. Cryptographical signature techniques (e.g. 
seals, signatures, timestamps, and evidence records) also enable the preservation of 
evidence of the records without losing the negotiability of the records [UN17]. That 
requires that measures regarding long-term preservation must focus on the record itself 
and not on the system or infrastructure in which they are stored [Sc17], [IS12], [KSH14]. 
Preservation of evidence over decade-long retention periods is currently executed by 
preservation mechanisms based on cryptographic measures by re-signing and rehashing 
of (qualified) signatures/seals in combination with a qualified electronic timestamp or 
evidence records pursuant to RFC4998 [GBP07] “in spite of obsolescence of 
cryptographic technology such as crypto algorithms, key sizes or hash functions, key 
compromises or of the loss of the ability to check the validity status of public key 
certificates” [ET19b]. Utilization of Merkle Hash trees acc. to RFC4998 ensures an 
efficient approach as illustrated below. 

 

Figure 1: Hash-Tree and Evidence Record acc. to RFC 4998/6283 

This procedure was adopted for (qualified) preservation services acc. to Art. 34 and 40 
[eIDAS] by standards like [ET19b] [ET20a] for the service provider and in Germany [TR-
ESOR] for the used preservation product. Since version 1.2.1 the [TR-ESOR] whose main 
content was adopted in [ET19b] and [ET20a] for European preservation services, is fully 
compliant to [eIDAS] and since version v1.2.2 it provides full interoperability to European 
ETSI standards. The [TR-ESOR] defines a reference architecture for evidence 
preservation service as well as container formats of self-contained archival information 
packages which contain all necessary information (metadata, content, credentials) to 
preserve evidence of electronic records and the records themselves. In addtition to 
preservation of evidence also the traceability and availability of electronic records as well 
as the reliability of the transaction in which it was created have to be preserved, also in 
case of DLT. A comprehensible approach ensures both – the preservation of evidence and 
information of electronic records using well-defined processes and self-contained 
information packages in a trustworthy digital archive based on established international 
standards [IS12], [Sc17], [KoSH14]. 
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3 Challenges in Records Management and Preservation of Evidence 
in DLT 

Since currently there are no standardized measures in DLT to fulfil privacy requirements 
according to the [GDPR], it is recommended to store electronic records off-chain, if 
possible. In this case, only the transaction records remain on the chain. This leads to a 
complexity in the operation of DLT because the link between on-chain and off-chain 
records has to be preserved for as long as the records are needed. Another challenge stems 
from the fact that there are no standardized measures to preserve the information itself, i.e. 
its availability or technical interpretability over a retention period of 10, 20 or more years. 
To make the authenticity and integrity of on-chain records (e.g. transactions) evident 
towards 3rd parties, it is necessary to ensure crypto agility and the preservation of the 
evidence of records, and to renew the underlying hash protection in the light of technical 
improvements in cryptoanalysis, and to couple it with a valid proof of existence including 
utilisation of state of the art hash-algorithms [ET19a] [SOGIS], [DI21], [Ko20], [Ya18]. 
A typical DLT application implies the storage of the relevant data (at minimum transaction 
records) in a dedicated transaction object (e.g. Tx01 on Figure 2) directly on the chain, 
possibly linked to off-chain records. The transaction records are protected by a Merkle-
tree (by using the hash algorithm H), which’s root (e.g. HR1) is placed in the block header 
(e.g. B1H) and together with the tree constitutes a single block (e.g. B1) on the chain 
[NA08]. On the other hand, the block header together with the tree constitutes a single 
block (e.g. B1) on the chain [NA08]. 

B1H

H(B0H)

B1

HR1

Tx01 Tx02 Tx03 Tx04

H1 H2 H3 H4

H12 H34

B2H

H‘(B1H)

B2

H‘R2

Tx05 Tx06 Tx07 Tx08

H‘5 H‘6 H‘7 H‘8

H‘56 H‘78

[…] […]

direct
protected

indirect
protected

 

Figure 2: A sample of a blockchain with on-chain and off-chain storage – rehashing issue. 

In case the used hash algorithm H (see block B1) is about to become weak, a hash algorithm 
change has taken place and the new block B2 is using the new stronger hash algorithm H’, 
which means sufficient protection (because directly hashed with H’) for B2 and the header 
of B1 (pointed at with green arrows), but not for the Merkle-tree of B1 (because only 
indirectly hashed with H’ – actually only root of the tree) and all blocks before B1 (red 
marked parts). It means, it is not definitely excluded, that possible manipulation of those 
transaction data remains undetected, which means, that the integrity protection and further 
the evidence preservation of those data is irrevocable lost. This also means that there is no 
long-term crypto stability in DLT currently as well as no PoE acc. to state-of-the-art 
technology as needed for burden of proof [We18], [eIDAS]. In order to preserve the 
evidence of the “red marked data” a suitable mechanism has to be applied to refresh the 
hash values of the all relevant data stored on and perhaps referenced from the chain as 
well as to provide a valid proof of existence. So, measures for crypto-stability and 
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preservation of evidence in DLT have to focus their actions on DLT. 

4 Possible Solution 

As mentioned above the hash protection in DLT is using Merkle-trees similar to 
preservation of evidence acc. to current standards in [ET19b], [ET20a] and [TR-ESOR]. 
This is the key for possible solutions. As mentioned in chap. 1 transaction records are 
always stored on-chain but any other records e.g. content etc. may also be stored off-chain 
and only referenced. As a direct implication of such an approach, an additional level of 
indirection is created, “double indirect protection” (see Figure 3). It means, the issues 
discussed in section 3 apply a fortiori. 
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Figure 3: Blockchain example with off-chain transaction data and rehashing issue. 

Due to the weakness of the hash algorithm H, which has been used in the block B1 and 
before the next block, B2 is using a stronger hash algorithm H’(typical blockchain 
rehashing approach). In such a case all the information hashed directly with H’ is still 
sufficiently protected (marked green), but the parts of the chain, which have not been 
directly hashed with H’, became weak (marked red) – the evidence would be lost [eIDAS], 
[VDG]. In order to keep the evidence on the whole chain, the approach of a “logical 
blockchain”, which based on the evidence record method described in RFC4998 [GBP07], 
has been developed. The RFC4998-method of the evidence preservation is purely based 
on the Merkle-trees and does in particular support the rehashing mechanisms. By using 
this approach, the whole blockchain data will be protected by a dedicated RFC4998-
enabled tree. Following Figure 4 depicts the approach of “logical blockchain” by using 
the example of the blockchain illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Figure 4: “Logical” blockchain 

Every single block from the chain (here B1 and B2) has to be slightly prepared in advance 
and suitably submitted to the RFC4998-based system. The following steps have to be 
performed: 

1. A serialized replication of a block on the chain (serialized block, e.g. SB1 on 
Figure 4) has to be created by the DLT for every single block to be protected on 
the RFC4998-based system. The serialized block does contain the data of the 
single block (especially the transaction data with the hash references on the 
external documents, but also the header and the hash tree) stored in a well-defined 
manner. The hash from the referenced off-chain records are renewed in this step.  

2. For every block the serialized block (e.g. SB1) and (optional) a collection of the 
referenced documents (e.g. D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5) build so called data object 
groups acc. to RFC4998.  

3. Depending on the implemented approach by the preservation service to be used, 
it is possible either to submit the whole data object group built in step 2, or only 
the suitable hash value list, containing a hash of every single object in the group 
to the preservation service [TR-ESOR], [ET20a]. 

4. The preservation service internally builds the Merkle-tree and seals it with an 
archive-timestamp (e.g. ATS1). 

5. The preservation service provides a unique id (AOID5) for every submitted data 
object group, which has to be stored for further purposes. 

6. By using the received AOID it is possible to obtain the corresponding evidence 
record for the protected block incl. referenced off-chain records (e.g. 
ER1

*={<[{(H*
1, H*

2, H*
3, H*

4, H*
5, H*

6),(H*
b)}, ATS1]>}6). 

 
5 AOID – Archive Object ID 
6 An evidence record with one archive timestamp chain, reduced hash tree for data object group of SB1 and a 

corresponding archive time stamp ATS1. 
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In case the hash algorithm of the preservation service (here H*) is about to lose its security 
suitability, the rehashing operation acc. to RFC4998 (see [GBP07], chapter 5.2) shall be 
applied in advance (by using a new hash algorithm e.g. H**) including the replicated block 
and sends notification to the DLT to rehash the off-chain-records referenced from the 
transaction records. This means it is an interaction of preservation service, DLT and off-
chain storage. The resulted rehashed hash tree will preserve the evidence of the whole 
block data (on- and off-chain records). In order to perform the rehashing operation, the 
preservation service has to have access either to every corresponding data or its new hash 
value (see step 3 above). The renewed (rehashed) evidence record for a particular block, 
can be obtained by providing the corresponding AOID (see step 5 above) directly from 
the preservation service (e.g. ER1

**={<[{(H*
1, H*

2, H*
3, H*

4, H*
5, H*

6),(H*
b)}, ATS1]>, 

<[{(H**
1, H**

2, H**
3, H**

4, H**
5, H**

6),(H**
b)}, ATS2]>}7). Even if the data of B1 is protected 

by a weak algorithm H, the possible manipulation of it could be easily detected by 
verifying the corresponding evidence record, respectively ER1

* or ER1
**. The provided 

solution makes use of 3 components, the preservation service, the DLT and the data 
storage with the off-chain records. The preservation service ensures the preservation of 
evidence acc. to [ET20a], [ET19b], [TR-ESOR] and the crypto-stability of the DLT as 
transaction- and or anchoring layer itself. The DLT represents the distributed application 
and contains the transaction records, the storage contains the off-chain records. To make 
a transaction evident the authenticity and integrity of on-chain transaction records as well 
as the linked off-chain records are needed [Ve16], [Ve17], [IS20], [IS21]. Picture below 
shows the interaction. 

 

Figure 5: Solution example 

 
7 An evidence record with two archive timestamp chains, corresponding two reduced hashed trees of SB1, one 

with H* and another one with H** and two corresponding archive time stamps for every chain, ATS1 
respectively ATS2. 
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5 Conclusion and Needs for further Research 

The utilisation of DLT increases also in regulated industries. This leads to the need for 
fulfilling burden of proof and documentation requirements so to achieve requirements on 
a valid records management as well as evidence against 3rd parties. Currently there are 
some challenges in DLT to reach legal verification needs as they are common in regulated 
environments such as deletion, portability or change of records but also evidence for 
authenticity, integrity and reliability of on-chain and off-chain records. With supplement 
of trust services acc. to [eIDAS] some challenges may be solved. But concerning decade-
long retention periods the crypto stability, preservation of evidence and preservation of 
especially on-chain records themselves seem to be some of the main critical challenges 
for a wider DLT-utilisation. The approach mentioned in chap. 4 provides a feasible 
solution to preserve the authenticity and integrity of on-chain and off-chain records and 
so their evidence and to achieve crypto stability in DLT. De facto it probably must be done 
for each node. 

This requires further technical standardization on DLT. Main requirements are the ability 
to create the serial block with all transactions from the block it contains including new 
hashes of the referenced off-chain records, the replication of the serial block to the 
preservation service including hash list of related off-chain records, receive and send 
notifications from and to the preservation service in case of rehashing to ensure the 
rehashing of off-chain records linked to the transactions in the serial block. A valid 
standardization should develop a generic solution which can be assessed and adopted for 
at minimum the leading DLT protocols e.g. Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric, Hyperledger 
Indy (used for SSI) and Corda. The example described in the paper will be input for 
international standardization efforts in ISO and CEN, where the authors are taking part in. 
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